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CHALLENGE YOUR ARCHERY SKILLS WITH THE NEW RINEHART TARGETS’® PHEASANT
New 3-D Pheasant Archery Target Helps Hunters Hone Their Abilities
®

Janesville, WI — Rinehart Targets , manufacturers of the most durable and life-like archery targets on the market,
have something new to challenge even the most skilled archer — the new Rinehart 3-D Pheasant target.
“We pride ourselves with making some of the most challenging and realistic 3-D targets available,” said James
McGovern, President of Rinehart Targets. “With the new Pheasant target in our Signature Competition Series of selfhealing foam targets, competition shooters and bowhunters now have a lifelike practice bird that will help prepare
them for the difficulties of hitting these fast-flying game birds.”
The Rinehart Pheasant Target stands 38-inches tall and is 27-inches long. It emulates a flushing rooster along a
fence post, much like a hunter would see in the field. The target features Rinehart’s amazing self-healing and UVresistant foam construction for years of shooting. The patented locking target insert, also made from the same selfhealing foam, is replaceable should that become necessary.
Like all Rinehart 3-D targets, arrow removal is simple and easy thanks to the foam construction that stops even the
fastest arrows. Each target can withstand years of weather and exposure to UV-light that would destroy less robust
targets in short order. The new Pheasant target adds to the long list of amazing and lifelike targets available. As
hunting for game birds with archery equipment grows in popularity due to the extreme challenges, Rinehart is there to
provide the best targets available to hone the skills needed to be successful and gain more enjoyment out of the sport.
About Rinehart Targets
Since 1999 Rinehart Targets has been manufacturing the Best Archery Targets in the World. Today, the company
continues to expand on its wide range of archery targets offered including: 3D Targets, Cube Targets, Crossbow
Targets, Bag Targets, Range Targets along with its newly added line of archery decoys. For more information about
Rinehart Targets, visit: rinehart3d.com.
Connect with Rinehart on social media:
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